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Mark Newman/Lonely Planet Images/Getty Images The eagle nest is called an eyrie. Eagles normally build eyries on cliffs or high trees. Eyrie retains small clutch of eggs inaccessiability. While there are exceptions, most eagles remain monogamous for life. When they find a nesting ground,
they go back there every year. Over time, some grow in large sizes, because they repair and build on their eyries every year. The American Eagle Foundation reports that some bald eagle eyries weigh between 2 and 3 tons. Eagles build with big sticks and then line the inside with soft
materials. Bald eagle nests are 2 to 3 feet deep to prevent eagles from falling. Nevertheless, every year, many baby eagles die falling from their eyries. Eagles build up to 200 feet of air. If people disturb the area, eagles tend to leave the eyries and starved chicks. ProsFree returns free
shipping on $50Frequent salesPlus sizes availableConsMulti-item orders usually ship separatelySome reviewers complain of quality and sizing issues. Most customers are happy that they can be with their American Eagle purchases, especially now that the brand offers a wide range of
sizes. So, some people feel the quality of clothing - especially jeans - has declined in recent years. Get more couponsAmericamerica Eagle denim offers a great selection, hoodies, sweaters and fragrances even for men and women in sizes ranging from 0 to 20, extending to 44 for men.
Bestsellers are women's jeans and tops, but you can also shop cute undies, male boxers and Aerie loungewear. Lingerie bottom brand is revered for super soft leggings and casual bras. Or go shopping for the Tailgate collection to represent your favorite college sports team. Women's
jeansXXS0023.533XS024.534XS225.535S426.536S627.537M828.538M103039.5L1231.541L143342.5XL1634.544XXL1836.546XXL2038.548Women's topsXXS0031XS032XS233S434S635M836M1037L1238.5L1439XL1640.5XXL1842.5XXL2044.5Women's
dressesXXS003123.533XS03224.534XS23325.535S43426.536S63527.537M83628.538M10373039.5L1238.531.541L14393342.5XL1640.534.542.5XXL1842.536.546Men's topsXXS13-13.532-3430.5XS13.5-1435-3631.5M14.5-1537-3932.5M15-15.540-4233.5M tall15-15.540-
4234.5L15.5-1643-4534.5L tall15.5-1643-4535.5XL16.5-1746-4835.5XL tall16.5-1746-4836.5XXL17-1849-5136.5XXXL18-1952-5437Can I get free delivery? Yes. Spend at least $50 to get free shipping. If you have an AEO Connected credit card, you will receive free shipping on each order
without the minimum order total. Shipping costsParers $50 or more ship free. Otherwise, you can choose from three fixed-rate shipping options: $50+Free3-7 working days for standard orders From $49 to $73-7 working days2 days $152 working dayAmerican Eagle also offers free two-day
shipping and returns for ShopRunner members. Payment options Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Discover, Afterpay or Apple Pay (in-store and iOS app only). The company also offers a store credit card and Visa reward card. Both of these options are subject to credit approval, but
come with benefits when you use them to pay online or in AEO stores:Rewards points for every dollar you ship a Free standard on each orderA birthday voucher 20% using your AEO Connect credit card or AEO Visa reward card with your first order, and a 10% discount on future purchases
can also be used wherever the AEO Visa reward card, Visa credit cards are accepted. American Eagle returnsAE offers free returns by mail or store, and there's no time limit! However, American Eagle may refuse a return if fraud or abuse is suspected. Can I change my item to a different
size or color? In most cases, yes. There is one exception: If I paid for your order using PayPal, cash or a gift card, this payment is not eligible for clearing. If you find yourself in this situation, your best bet is to return the item and then order a new size or color in a separate transaction.
Unfortunately, you will pay for shipping on the new item. If your order is eligible for a change, you can print the exchange form by looking at your order from the Online Tracking order search page. Find the order, and then click Get a return label to start the process. How do I return an item
to American Eagle? Return in store or by mail. For a full refund, bring your item, original payment method, and invoice for your shipment to your local American Eagle store. To return your AEO product by mail: Go to the American Eagle return page and enter your order number and email.
You can also contact customer service with your order number handy to get a free prepaim shipping label. If possible, pack the return item(s) into the original packaging by exporting the return shipping label. Leave the package in the mail. Returns can take three to four weeks to process.
American Eagle is a classic clothing brand that has earned a reputation for staying on top of the latest fashion trends and offering an excellent balance of quality and value. Frequent sales and many opportunities to save allows you to update your locker as often as you want without



breaking the bank. The brand has also added a wider range of sizes to its collections as part of its more recent body-positive image. How do I contact customer support? Easily contact customer service: Online live chat. Call 888-232-4535. American Eagle offers a variety of classic staples
and fashion styles at moderate prices and plenty of ways to save. An optional service that allows members to pay for unlimited two-day shipping, free returns and other special benefits from thousands of brands, including American Eagle. American Eagle line of college clothing with goods
for more than 25 colleges and universities. Also for MLB, NFL and NBA teams Offers. American Eagle's intimacy and lingerie line. Bra shop shop bralettes, tops, bottoms, swimwear and more. Kostenets Waterfall and Eagle WalkIskar Parade Road and Vintage Russian Vehicles Friendly
Warning GodSofia Communist Tour Cave Eyes After Therma Kostenets Spa! We're working hard to be true. But check out these unusual times, so the venues remain open. In recent years this Vauxhall institution has been a facelift to rival Sharon Osbourne. Went out to license allowing
sexual activity on premises; Inspired by New York's Meatpacking District came trendy décor. Eagle's great horses horsesnak bar still attracts many old, burlier gay gent, but the overall ambience now feels slippery and sexy rather than, well, a bit smy. On Sunday nights, the dance floor
welcomes a younger, more fashion-conscious crowd for one of London's best club nights, the majestic Horse Meat Disco. There is also a beautiful private beer garden with barbecue in summer. Iconic night venue in the heart of Vauxhall. Home of the world famous Horse Meat Disco,
Debbie, Athena, VOHO Revue Show, Cheer Up Pop Parties, SOS Soul On Saturday and Bender. Lounge area, pool table and private heated garden. See our website for details of upcoming events. Published: Thursday August 1, 2019 Address: 349 Kennington Lane Vauxhall London
SE11 5QY Getting there: Tube: Vauxhall Price: Admission Varies Contact: www.eaglelondon.com Call Venue 020 7793 0903 Opening times: Open 8pm-late Tuesday-Thursday; 09:00-04:00, Sat; 08:00-03:00 Sun Do you own this business? Pg-13 is rated with a working time of 114 minutes.
Director Kevin Macdonald (The Last King of Scotland, State of Play) returned with his latest offering, Eagle, set in a historical drama in Roman-controlled Britannia. Fans who have devoted an important part of their lives to understanding various tribal movements, political situations and
general feelings between British tribes and invading Romans will likely find moments of fun and enlightening. For the other 99 percent, Eagle is a predictable and unsym inspired film that manages to offer some fun in its own way. Eagle is not a bad movie, it just fails to live up to the potential
twinkles it shows. There are too many themes that don't go anywhere, and the movie doesn't seem sure who it's trying to appeal to. Even interesting action scenes are heavily edited - possibly safe from the PG-13 rating - so action fans will only be slightly entertained. There are some
historical details that are interesting, but they are brilliant on it so they will be quickly left wanting history buffs. There is a relationship between the two main characters who start out as enemies and grow respect for each other, but all this is not well handled, so fans of the predictable drama
will leave the feeling underwhelmed. And this is briefly Eagle - a few interesting pieces that don't merge into the movie you want to be. Now, all It is said that there are still some moments of pleasure to be squeezed from the eagle. The plot is derivative and predictable, but it's not a bad
story. Acting changes, but overall it's solid. Cinematography is also quite powerful and the view of the country (filmed in the UK, Hungary and the Scottish Highlands) is impressive. Even though the film never shines, it never offends. History buffs with interest in Roman times or ancient
British history will enjoy this film unless they look too deeply at the details. The eagle does a few things well, but it feels like there's a better story just below the surface. The funny thing happened on the way to Britannia in 140, when a young Roman centurion accepts the first command, and
surprisingly wants to be appointed to the northern part of the Roman Empire, what will one day be England. It was a wild age, there was no teatime or biscuits, and Hadrian's Wall marked the boundary of the known world. Beyond that, one day modern English and Scottish people borrowed
their genetic stock to make up rome's influence tribes. Riots were widespread, and 20 years ago, the entire 5,000-strong Ninth Legion disappeared with the Roman Imperial Eagle, thereby embarrassing the entire Rome. The Roman Eagle was considered part of Rome, and the dishonor of
losing it was echoed by the family of the Ninth Legion commander, tarnished the reputation of his son Marcus Aquila (Channing Tatum). Following his appointment, Aquila quickly earns the respect of his men in battle, but in the process he gets a terrible wound and results in his honorable
discharge. As his uncle Aquila (Donald Sutherland) recovers at home, a gladiator and a British slave named Esca (Jamie Bell) witness a fight together, with honor and courage affecting Aquila so much that he mediators his life in the slave's name. Esca then becomes Aquila's personal slave
and swears that he will repay the Roman for his life, even though he hates her in principle. When Aquila wraps up her wounds, she hears rumors that the missing Eagle is in the hands of the northern brother. He takes the reluctant Esca as a guide and set off north of Hadrian's Wall to
discover what happened to his father, ret take back The Eagle and regain his honor for his family. Based on Rosemary Sutcliff's 1954 novel The Ninth Eagle, Kartal is, in essence, the story of Esca and Aquila. The subject matter of the Imperial Eagle is a motivating factor for the film's
progress, but its focus does more about the two men, each from a different culture, who come from a different culture to not trust the other, and how they learn to work together. The details are slightly different, but in many different environments that drove two groups apart from war and
hatred, it's a story I've seen many times before. One of the most striking things The majority of Romans who will notice about the eagle is to speak with an American accent. While moving out of an adaptation of ancient Roman life, casting has been an un written rule that you must speak in
an English accent, whether actors are Americans, Australians, etc. So hearing actors paint Romans with an American accent is intentional and stands out. It is part of modern symbolism, and is expanded through the relationship between Aquila and Esca, which represents many of the
countries that modern America and America now have military presence. It's an interesting parallel, but it doesn't really go anywhere thanks to the action-driven ending. If anything, the movie accidentally comes down in favor of America's expansion, if symbolism is supposed to be an
ongoing theme throughout the movie. A boy and his Brit Esca owe the life of Aquila, and he swears in honor of his father who will serve Aquila, the Roman takes heart. But that doesn't stop Esca from explaining at length why both Aquila and the Roman Empire were terrible. As the pair
leave the relative security of Roman-occupied England and head north, Esca takes the lead and challenges Aquila to a position where she must rely on slaves to achieve her goal, and in doing so exposes herself to the various cultures and people they encounter on the road. From the first
moment you know the setup, you know it can either be one of two ways: either they try to kill each other, or they become BFF, and they both take important life lessons. The dramatic narrative doesn't really leave many alternatives. The film tries to play on this theme and offers a few folds
and turns, but never any real amazing moments. In fact, the most surprising thing is how predictable the film is. The heart of this film is finding roman and Brit bonding and mutual ground and both actors do a good job-Tatum plays his role as a stoic Roman soldier and does well with what is
given, while Bell shines as Esca. The problem is, they never have a real reason to connect. Of course, they fight enemies a few times, and there are a few halls of honor that bind them together, but while one passionately hates everything the other represents, while the other sees the first
as a slave, it seems more appropriate for them to be friends. Apart from a Hollywood movie - this is not a dynamic you would expect from a true friendship. Channing Tatum will likely receive a lot of criticism for his acting in the film, and many will consider the failure of the characters'
reunion to be his own fault, but it's unfair. He does what he's asked, and the error is in the movie's script and at pace. Between Tatum and Bell, Bell is obviously a better actor. While Bell does a good job and comes across as cute and interesting, the plot challenges his character to do some
extraordinary During the climax of the film, which makes bizarre and unexplained choices for his status in things-especially esca that never really justified, then apparently becomes magical, providing a final clash despite frustrating little things like space and time. Without going into spoilers,
Esca performs a task that looks like days, maybe weeks, minutes. He seems to be experiencing an identity crisis throughout the conspiracy of the good, the evil and the mysterious Eagle. It comers you to come to a conclusion that you know is coming, and it's the result of which the
characters become slaves to the conspiracy. The most dazzling examples are one of the antagonists. He seems to be a fairly reasonable and rational character, then at the right end he justifies other decisions made by other characters so that he does something incredibly bad for
absolutely no reason. The film seems to make a point on which side to stay neutral for good and bad -which allows the film to take a bit of modern symbolism related to imperialism - but then at the last minute it works just kind of to try to give an action-oriented result off the frantic course.
Eagle is also filled with talented actors in smaller roles that are more interesting than amazing. When you see Sutherland and then Mark Strong as a former soldier, you can assume they'll both play an important role, but both are only there to advance the plot. What the actor aquila and
Esca accomplish is given a lot to do except help set the stage for things, especially given the interesting and undiscovered nature of Strong's character, and the potential could be added to the story in large amounts. Now, if you put all that aside, if you can ignore missed opportunities and
sometimes schizophrenic conspiracy, Eagle has good points. While the relationship between Esca and Aquila has rushed, the two actors seem to have good chemistry that makes the last fun to watch, even if the journey to get there is flawed. The idea of a son trying to find his father's fate
and then honor him may not be the most original idea ever, but it's still compelling enough to make the film enjoyable from time to time. If anything, it's an old school adventure tale, where the period is an important thing, but the details of that period to be cursed. The brutality of the age is
ignored in favor of the spirit of adventure and it works - albeit on a very shallow level. The result is that if you're really looking for a deep, thought-provoking story that captures age, look at HBO's Rome, Gladiator, or dozens of others. If you want a quick and forgettable action tale that hints at
bigger things, but falls short of delivery, Eagle is more of a movie for you. Eagle is a pretty boring movie, but it's also harmless, and you have a few minutes to make it fun. If you're looking for a rental in a few months now, or if you want to get out of the afternoon chill, take a look. beyond that
and you may be disappointed. Pros can be an interesting period in history and have given countless stories. Cinematography is first class. Interesting modern time parallels. The relationship between the cons characters feels rushed. The story is predictable and interesting threads are cut
short. The fights are very well set up. [Updated to clarify a comment.] Editors' Recommendations
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